DAY 1 FOUNDATION OF LOVE
BIBLE STORY

BIBLE VERSE

TODAY’S POINT

Jesus Chose Matthew
Matthew 9:9-13

I know that God started a good
work in me and He will complete
it. Philippians 1:6 (paraphrase)

Jesus chooses to love me.

Teacher Devotion

treasured “gift” may have had special meaning for Levi,
called Matthew.

Matthew did not seek out Jesus. Jesus met Matthew where
he was. Matthew didn’t earn this chosen spot. Jesus chose
Matthew to follow Him. Following Jesus gave Matthew the
opportunity to see firsthand what Jesus was all about. He
I have friends who work in offices where people come to
documented that evidence in his writings, which point
pay taxes. Rarely do people bounce in excited to pay what
repeatedly to Jesus as the Messiah promised in Old Testament
they owe. They are required by law to pay and there are
Scripture. Tax collector Matthew, whose secular job would
standards that tell how much to pay. Jump back in time
have involved accurate record keeping, turned those skills
to Matthew, a Jewish citizen paid by the enemy (Rome) to
into formatting a Gospel of accurate record keeping proof.
gather taxes from his own people, with full permission to pad Jesus’ love changed Matthew. It changes us too.
his pockets by adding extra charges for personal gain. His
circle of “friends” included others with the same lifestyle, all
As you begin this week of VBS, the kids who cross your
generally disliked by everyone else.
path will be carrying with them their own life circumstances.
In their short lives, many have already known uncertainties,
When Jesus approached Matthew’s tax booth, He had
broken promises, and rejection. You have a beautiful opportunity
already chosen some of His disciples. (They were with Him
to allow God to use you as He continues the good work He
when He attended Matthew’s dinner.) Matthew had possibly has started in each child. As you show kids God’s love, you
heard about the miracles this Teacher was performing. The
are shoring up that solid foundation on which future belief
only details we have of Matthew’s call are that Jesus said,
can be built.
“Follow Me,” and Matthew immediately left everything and
followed Jesus. The next thing we read about is a dinner
party hosted by Matthew. Luke called it a “grand banquet.”
(Luke 5: 29) Matthew hosted Jesus, His disciples, and
those whom he knew—other tax collectors and sinners. The
Pharisees were horrified and didn’t mind saying so. Jesus
quickly answered that He had not come for those who were
well but for the sick. He challenged them to think about the
Your Personal Blueprint
meaning of the scripture, “I desire mercy and not sacrifice.”
1.	When did God first make you aware of your need
(Hosea 6:6) Jesus knew the self-righteous Pharisees took
for Jesus as Savior? Relive those moments in your
pride in being church leaders and doing all the right things.
memory and ponder how great a love the Father
But, Jesus emphasized that it is not what we do, but the
has for us.
intentions of our hearts that are important to God.
2.	Matthew immediately introduced his acquaintances
Other Gospels refer to Matthew as Levi when they recount
to Jesus by having a banquet. What are ways you
the story. As Matthew writes his own Gospel, he chooses
have found to share the love of Jesus?
to call himself Matthew. Jews were often known by two or
three names. Some commentators speculate that Matthew
3.	Look up John 15:9. What do you think it means to
may have been a name given to Levi by Jesus in much the
remain or continue in the love of Jesus?
same way Simon was called Peter. Matthew means “gift
of God.” After living a life of forced payments, a free,

The Point: Jesus chooses to love me.
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Intro Activities

DRAW ON SANDPAPER

TEACHER TIPS
• Keep the construction site
set up every day for
children to explore.

Supplies: various grades of
sandpaper, crayons

• You may want to take
photographs of your group
of preschoolers early in
the week and make prints
for the "Decorate a Frame"
Intro Activity on Day 5.

SET UP A
CONSTRUCTION SITE
Supplies: “Construction Site Ideas” (pack
item 12), “Construction Signs” (pack item
13), “Caution Signs” (pack items 10–11),
wooden blocks, cardboard blocks, hard
hats, VBS 2020 Safety Vests (005821951),
safety goggles, toy tools, safe real tools,
small wheelbarrow, VBS 2020 Caution
Tape (005821522) or wide yellow ribbon,
masking tape, orange cones or large
orange plastic cups, other available props
(see "Construction Site Ideas" [pack item
12] for more suggestions)
• Make copies of the "Construction
Signs." Lay all materials in the area for
the construction site.
• Lead kids to tape signs to the walls or
other surfaces in the construction site.
Cones and caution tape can be used
to mark off areas. Preschoolers can
pretend to play out constructing a large
building.
• Offer suggestions but allow the children
to explore and use their own ideas to
set up the area.
• Comment that the children will learn
about God’s love and how God works
in people’s lives.
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• Cut sandpaper into 4- or 5-inch
squares.
• Invite preschoolers to draw on the
sandpaper.
• Comment that drawing on sandpaper
is a little different from drawing on plain
paper. Say that sandpaper is a tool
that may be used when working on a
building.
• Tell kids that today they will learn that
Jesus chooses to love people.
• Suggest that older preschoolers draw
hearts on the sandpaper.

Group Time

MOVE TOGETHER
• Welcome the preschoolers to VBS. Say:
“I’m glad you are here to learn more
about God and His love.”
• Play “Concrete & Cranes" (track 1).a
Tell kids to pat their heads to the beat
of the song. After a minute or so,
change to patting shoulders. Continue
to change: pat knees, stomach, back,
cheeks. Repeat shoulders and head as
you choose.

INTRODUCE THE BIBLE STORY
• Call attention to the "Building Focal Wall."
Lead kids to talk about what they see
and what the people are doing.
• Point out the "Food Truck Picture." Tell
kids that men and women who work on
buildings sometimes eat lunch at food

trucks and sometimes they bring their
lunches with them.
• Tell kids that they will hear a Bible story
about a time Jesus ate a meal with some
new friends.
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TELL THE BIBLE STORY
• Point to Matthew’s name on the focal
wall. Tell kids to listen for his name and
hammer into their hands twice when
they hear the name. Say "Matthew" and
practice hammering on your hand twice.
• Open the Bible to Matthew 9. Tell the
Bible story in your own words. Pause
briefly each time you mention Matthew’s
name (in italics) so the children can
respond.

GROUP TIME SUPPLIES

JESUS CHOSE MATTHEW
Matthew 9:9-13
Jesus saw a man named Matthew sitting at a tax
booth. Matthew was a tax collector. Many people
did not like tax collectors because sometimes
they would steal money. But Jesus loved
Matthew anyway. He said to Matthew, “Follow
Me.” So, Matthew got up and followed Him.
While Jesus and His disciples (helpers) were eating at Matthew's house, many tax
collectors, and other people who did wrong things, came to eat with them. When some
teachers saw this, they asked Jesus’ disciples, “Why does Jesus eat with tax collectors
and these other people?”

❏❏ Bible
❏❏ "Bible Story Picture 1"
(pack item 1)
❏❏ "Building Focal Wall" (pack
item 6)
❏❏ "Skyscraper Add-ons"
(pack item 7)
❏❏ "Bible Verse Tool Belt"
(pack item 8a–b)
❏❏ "Food Truck Picture" (pack
item 14)
❏❏ VBS 2020 Preschool
Activity Book (005818652)
❏❏ VBS 2020 Preschool
Memory Maker and heart
icon (005817883)
❏❏ VBS 2020 Tool Apron
(005821514)
❏❏ Tape
❏❏ CD
❏❏ CD player
–– Tape the "Building Focal
Wall" and the "Food
Truck Picture" in the
group time area.
–– Cut apart the
"Skyscraper Add-ons."
Slide today’s Point in the
Bible.
–– Cut apart the Bible verse
tool words. Slide the
word tools into the tool
apron. Wear the tool
apron around your waist.

When Jesus heard this, He let them know that He came to show God’s love for everyone.
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Group Time

TRANSITION TO BIBLELEARNING ACTIVITIES
• Describe each Bible-learning
activity in the classroom.
• Tell kids wearing shoes that
tie to move to an activity.
Continue calling children
by shoe type (Velcro, boots,
sandals, slip-ons) until all
children are involved in
an activity.

MEMORY MAKER
Find more information about the
Memory Maker on page 7.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Display the Bible story picture. Talk about
what is shown in the picture.
• Tell the children that you will tell
something about the Bible story. If what
you say is right, preschoolers should
hammer into their hands one time. If
what you say is not right, they should
hammer in their hands two times. Make
statements like these:
• Matthew was a doctor. (not right)
• Jesus said to Matthew:
“Follow Me.” (right)
• Matthew got up and followed
Jesus. (right)
• Jesus went to eat at Matthew’s
house. (right)
• Everyone was happy to see Jesus eating
with Matthew and his friends. (not right)
• Jesus said He came to show God’s love
to everyone. (right)

TALK ABOUT THE POINT
• Repeat the last statement above. Tell kids
that Jesus loves everyone.
• Attach today’s Point to the building (from
the "Skyscraper Add-ons") and read it.
Encourage the children to say the words
with you.
• Say: “Jesus chooses to love me. He
chooses to love you.” Say: “Jesus loves
___” inserting each child’s name in the
statement.

SAY THE BIBLE VERSE
• Open the Bible to Philippians 1:6 and say
the paraphrase.
• Remove the tools from your tool apron
and read each word. Lay the tools on the
floor and lead kids to help you put the
tools in the correct order.
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• Show a movement for each tool (as
you would use it). Lead kids to say the
words of the verse as they make the tool
movements.
• Sing “A Good Work in Me” (track 2) a
together.

ACTIVITY BOOK
• Turn to pages 4–5 in the
Activity Book. Complete
the activity together.
• Give each child a heart icon tag.
Help the children put the tags on their
Memory Makers.
• Tell the children that the heart shape can
help them remember that Jesus chooses
to love them.

PRAY TOGETHER
• Invite kids to listen while you pray. Pray
and thank God for Jesus and His love.
• Invite any volunteers to pray, too. Listen
as children pray. (Do not force any child
to pray.)

Bible-learning Activities

HAMMER ON A BOX
Supplies: “Hit it Game” (pack item 15a–b),
boxes, tape, plastic hammers, blocks,
trays, or other surfaces
• Cut apart the pieces of the "Hit it
Game." Tape each piece to the top of
a box. Lay boxes and hammers on the
floor. Lay other boxes on the floor for
children to use with the hammers.
• Lead the children to hammer on
the boxes.
• Call out a tool or other object. Lead the
boys and girls to search the pictures on
the boxes and hammer the picture of
that object (once or twice).
• Tell kids to find the pictures of coins on
the boxes. Talk about the Bible story.
• Say that Jesus chose to love Matthew
and that Jesus chooses to love us, too.

EXTEND THE ACTIVITY
• Provide blocks, trays, or other surfaces
for children to hit with the hammers.
Compare the sounds.
• Lead the children to hammer a steady
beat on boxes, other objects, or the
floor. Repeat the Point as children
hammer the steady beat.

●● KID CONNECTION
Jesus chooses to love me.

WORK IN A
FOOD TRUCK
Supplies: “Food Truck Picture”
(pack item 14), table, large
roll of paper or pieces of
cardboard, plastic dishes, play
kitchen equipment, lunch boxes or unused
“take away” containers, chair, steering
wheel cover or play steering wheel, play
food (optional); play dough, CD, CD player
• Look at the picture. Comment that many
construction workers may eat at a food
truck. Sometimes, the truck will park
close to the construction site and people
make and sell food to the workers.
• Lead the children to pretend cooking
food and serving to construction
workers. Some children can play
customers or kids can serve to pretend
customers. Tell kids they can “drive” to a
new location and serve more food.
• Tell the children that Jesus went to
Matthew’s house to eat a meal.
• Say that others did not like that Jesus
was eating with people who did wrong
things. But Jesus showed God’s love
to everyone.

EXTEND THE ACTIVITY
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HAMMER ON A BOX TIP
For younger preschoolers,
call out colors to find on the
boxes. Or allow younger
preschoolers just to explore
the hammers and boxes
with pictures.

WORK IN A FOOD
TRUCK SET UP
Use a table as your food
truck. Cover around the legs
of the table with paper or
cardboard. Add wheels and
other details as you choose.
Set the chair at one end of
the table, facing out. Lay the
steering wheel on the chair
(as the driver's seat). Set
other items nearby.

• Offer play dough to extend the food
play. (See “Recipes” [pack item 16]
to make play dough.)
• Open a Bible to the Bible verse
and read it with children.
• Sing “A Good Work in Me”
(track 2) A with the CD.

●● KID CONNECTION
Jesus shows God’s love to me
and my friends.
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Bible-learning Activities

DRIVE TRUCKS
READ CONSTRUCTION
BOOKS TIPS
• Prepare the "Fill the Truck
Book" pages, attaching the
rough side of Velcro dots
on the circles.
• Cut apart the add-ons and
attach the soft side of a
Velcro dot on the back of
each piece.

BONUS ACTIVITY

TASTE FRUIT
❏❏ Bananas
❏❏ Strawberries
❏❏ Apples
❏❏ Snack-sized ziplock bags
❏❏ Lunch boxes
❏❏ Napkins
❏❏ “Allergy Alert” P
• Cut the fruit into
bite-sized pieces
and place in
different bags.
Place bags in the
lunch boxes.
• Guide the children
to choose a snack from a
lunch box.
• Talk about types of foods
construction workers may
take for lunch.
• Talk about the Bible story.
Say that Jesus showed
love to Matthew and
Matthew’s friends by
eating with them.

TRANSITION TO
ROTATIONS
Give direction for kids to put
away materials and line up for
rotation activities. Guide the
children to pretend to drive
dump trucks as they move to
the first rotation activity.
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READ CONSTRUCTION
BOOKS
Supplies: Bibles, “The Building We Built”
(pack item 17), “Bible Verse Tool Belt” (pack
item 8), “Fill the Truck Book” (pack item
18), “Fill the Truck Add-ons” (pack item
19), "Friends at VBS" page (pack item 20),
hole punch, Velcro dots, books about
construction sites or construction vehicles,
binder rings or small 3-ring notebook,
index cards, marker
• Invite children to read the books with
you. Talk about what you see related
to construction sites.
• Lead kids to attach the "Fill the Truck
Add-ons" to the "Fill the Truck Book."
• Lay the "Bible Verse Tool Belt" on the
floor and put the words in order. Say
the verse with the boys and girls.
• Say that God loves each person and
helps them know what to do.
• Say: “Jesus loves ____,” inserting
each child's name.

Supplies: toy dump trucks and other
construction vehicles, toy tools, brown
shredded paper, “Silhouettes” (pack item
21); small rocks, gravel, other small items
to load in trucks, masking tape
• Make a copy of the "Silhouettes"
on heavyweight paper. Tape each
silhouette on the wall near the trucks.
• Invite children to drive the trucks.
They can pretend the shredded
paper is dirt or sand and haul it or
scoop it as they play.
• Talk about the different types of
construction workers.
• Tell kids that Matthew didn’t work as
a builder but as a tax collector. He
collected money for the government.
• Talk about the Bible story. Say that
Jesus chose to show love to Matthew
and Matthew’s friends.
• Guide children to match the trucks to
the silhouettes. Note ones that do not
have matches.

EXTEND THE
ACTIVITY

• Make copies of the “Friends at
VBS" page."
• Print each child’s name on a different
page. Lead the children to draw selfportraits on their pages.
• Assemble the pages in a binder.
• Encourage kids to look at the book
and read the names.
• Say that Jesus chooses to love
each person.

• Add small rocks,
gravel, or other
items for children
to haul in the
trucks. Closely
monitor use of
small items with
young preschoolers.
• Use masking tape to create roads for
the trucks. Lay a Bible at one end of
the road.
• Help a child open the Bible to
Matthew 9 and find the Bible story.

●● KID CONNECTION

●●KID CONNECTION

Jesus chooses to love me and
my friends.

Jesus chooses to love me. He loves
all people.

EXTEND THE ACTIVITY
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Closing Group Time

Supplies: Bible, “Bible Story Picture 1”
(pack item 1), “Bible Verse Tool Belt” (pack
item 8a–b), play tools that match the verse
shapes, beanbag, CD, CD player,
whistle or bell, backpack—place play tools
in the backpack

RECALL THE BIBLE VERSE
• Blow a whistle or ring a bell. Say: “It’s
almost quitting time!”
• Play and sing “A Good Work in Me”
(track 2). A Lay the verse words on the
floor in order. Say the verse together.
• Lead the children to take turns choosing
a tool from the backpack and matching
it to the word/shape on the floor. Pick up
tools and repeat so each child can have
an opportunity.

TALK ABOUT THE BIBLE STORY
• Show the Bible story picture and talk
about the Bible story.
• Toss the beanbag to a child. Ask her
to name something that happened in
the Bible story. Then she can toss the
beanbag to another child.
• Pray. Thank God for the children who
came to VBS today.

PLAY A GAME
• Say the Point together.
• Say: “Jesus chooses to love ____.” Fill in
with one of the children’s names as you
toss the beanbag to him.
• Lead kids to say the Point with that
child’s name. He can toss the beanbag
back to you.
• Repeat with each of the other children.
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SING TOGETHER
• Teach or review the movements for
“Concrete and Cranes" (track 1).A”
• Play and sing the song together. Move
with the song.
• Play the song again. Call out
construction movements for kids to do
with the music: hammer a nail, saw the
wood, push the wheelbarrow, smooth
the concrete, and so forth.

TEACHER TIP
Use ideas on “Move with
Me” (pack item 23) if you
need more activities to fill
the time.

TIPS FOR DISMISSAL
• Follow your church’s
plan for dismissal.
• Place each child’s
personal belongings
and take-home items
near the door.
• Let one teacher greet
parents at the door
while others continue
group time and games
with the children.
• Thank the parents for
bringing their children
to VBS.
• Encourage children
to return tomorrow to
learn more about Jesus’
great love.
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